All cancers rely on cells that have properties of long-term selfrenewal or ''stemness'' to maintain and propagate the tumor, but the cell of origin of most cancers is still unknown. Here, we design a stochastic mathematical model of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells to study the evolutionary dynamics of cancer initiation. We consider different evolutionary pathways leading to cancer-initiating cells in JAK2V617F-positive myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN): (i) the JAK2V617F mutation may arise in a stem cell; (ii) a progenitor cell may first acquire a mutation conferring self-renewal, followed by acquisition of the JAK2V617F mutation; (iii) the JAK2V617F mutation may first emerge in a progenitor cell, followed by a mutation conferring self-renewal; and (iv) a mutation conferring self-renewal to progenitors may arise in the stem cell population without causing a change in the stem cell's phenotype, followed by the JAK2V617F mutation emerging in a progenitor cell. We find mathematical evidence that a progenitor is the most likely cell of origin of JAK2V617F-mutant MPN. These results may also have relevance to other tumor types arising in tissues that are organized as a differentiation hierarchy.
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cancer modeling ͉ cell of origin ͉ evolutionary dynamics S ome human cancers are thought to be sustained in their growth by a pathological counterpart of normal adult stem cells, cancer stem cells. This concept was first developed in human myeloid leukemias (1, 2) and was later extended to solid tumors such as breast and brain cancer (3) (4) (5) . Like their healthy analogues, these tumor stem cells give rise to a differentiation hierarchy of cells comprising tumor progenitors and differentiated tumor cells. Although tumor progenitors lack the propensity to self-renew but retain the capability to give rise to different lineages within the tumor, differentiated tumor cells do not have either ability (6) . The target cell of oncogenic transformation, however, has not been identified for most tumor types. Several observations in human leukemia support the hypothesis that hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) are the cells accumulating oncogenic mutations (1, 7, 8) , but other studies indicate that certain leukemia-associated oncogenes can confer properties of stem cells to committed progenitors that normally lack such potential (9) (10) (11) .
JAK2V617F is present in the majority of cases of the myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN) polycythemia vera, essential thrombocythemia, and myelofibrosis (12) (13) (14) (15) . Like BCR-ABLassociated chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), JAK2V617F-positive MPNs are thought to be disorders of the hematopoietic stem cell. Indeed, analysis of immunophenotypically defined HSC in JAK2V617F positive MPN provides support for this hypothesis (16) . Furthermore, constitutively activated tyrosine kinases such as BCR-ABL, JAK2V617F or FLT3-ITD are not sufficient to confer properties of self-renewal to cells that normally lack such potential (10, 16, 17) . In addition, kinetics of disease development in retroviral transduction models indicates that these alleles alone are sufficient to engender the relevant phenotype (18, 19) . It has thus been posited that mutations that activate oncogenic signaling pathways, such as mutant tyrosine kinases, must arise in the HSC compartment that already harbors the biological potential for long-term self-renewal and thereby propagates disease. However, other explanations are possible. It is conceivable, for example, that a mutation conferring biological and immunophenotypic properties of stem cells may arise in a committed progenitor with subsequent acquisition of the JAK2V617F mutation. The question of secondary alleles in BCR-ABL positive CML has been debated for decades and several lines of evidence have emerged suggesting that there may be additional alleles that precede the acquisition of BCR-ABL, including clonal lymphopoiesis in B-lineage cells that lack the BCR-ABL gene rearrangement (20) , the observation that there are CML patients who progress to acute myeloid leukemia blast crisis not associated with the BCR-ABL rearrangement (21) , and the presence of cytogenetic abnormalities in BCR-ABL negative clones in patients treated with imatinib (22) . Although several explanations for these observations are possible, these data are consistent with the presence of antecedent mutations, acquired before BCR-ABL, which contribute to the development of BCR-ABLpositive CML and to the development of BCR-ABL-negative clonal neoplasms in a subset of patients.
Similarly, the data that there are additional mutations that occur in concert with JAK2V617F to cause MPN is quite compelling. As in CML, there are patients with JAK2V617F-positive MPN that progress to JAK2V617F-negative AML; in contrast to CML this is a relatively common occurrence in JAK2V617F-positive MPN (23, 24) . Even more convincing, however, are kindreds with familial MPN in which there is autosomal dominant inheritance of an as of yet unidentified allele that predisposes to the development of JAK2V617F-positive MPN (25, 26) . It will be of considerable interest to identify an allele that predisposes to the acquisition of a single point mutation in JAK2-but at a minimum this observation indicates that an allele other than JAK2V617F contributes to the development of MPN. Finally, if JAK2V617F were sufficient for the development of a clonal hematopoietic malignancy, it would be predicted that all cells harbor this mutation. However, data from a number of groups has demonstrated a high degree of fractional variance in JAK2V617F-positive MPN, with allele burdens Ͻ50% in many cases (23, 27, 28) . These data would be most consistent with acquisition of JAK2V617F as a secondary disease allele.
These considerations, then, raise the possibility that if two mutations are required for disease pathogenesis, the first could occur in a committed progenitor and thereby confer properties of self-renewal to the cell. This mutation would enable longevity that is required for acquisition of secondary mutations such as JAK2V617F and development of phenotypic MPN. This hypoth- esis is attractive in that the myeloid progenitor compartment, compared with the HSC compartment, is a large and rapidly expansible population that may be more susceptible to the accumulation of disease alleles. To investigate the cell of origin of JAK2V617F-positive MPN, we design a stochastic mathematical model describing the evolution of mutations in a differentiation hierarchy of hematopoietic cells. This study contributes to the mathematical investigation of human cancer (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) .
Results
Mathematical Model. Consider a population of N wild type HSCs proliferating according to a stochastic process. We choose time steps corresponding to the turnover time of the most differentiated cell level (Fig. 1) . At each time step, each HSC has a probability of 1/ of dividing asymmetrically. One daughter cell replaces the mother cell in the stem cell population, whereas the other daughter cell differentiates to become a progenitor that can divide z times before undergoing apoptosis. Additionally to an asymmetric division per time step, an HSC can also undergo symmetric divisions to produce two daughter stem cells; the ratio of symmetric to asymmetric stem cell divisions is denoted by ␣. After each symmetric stem cell division, a stem cell is chosen at random to die to maintain a constant number of stem cells. The mean time of asymmetric HSC divisions is times slower than that of progenitors. At every time, there are zN/ different progenitor cell clones ( Fig. 1) : N/ of those clones have one cell, N/ have two cells, etc., for a total of (2 zϩ1 Ϫ 1)N/ progenitor cells. At every time step, on average (2 z Ϫ 1)N/ progenitor cells divide to give rise to two cells each, whereas 2 z N/ cells undergo apoptosis (or differentiate further) in the most mature stage of the clone (Fig. 1 ). All progenitors are assumed to have the same cell cycle time as the most differentiated cell type and to divide symmetrically into successively more differentiated daughter cells. This process covers both the case in which a fraction of HSCs divides often whereas the remainder of cells is quiescent, and the case in which all HSCs replicate equally frequently; either way, one time step is dictated by the turnover time of the most differentiated cell level. In the absence of mutations, both the stem cell compartment and the progenitor cell population maintain a strictly constant cell number over time; this restriction of the stochastic model serves to mirror homeostatic conditions in the tissue. Accidental cell death can occur at all levels of differentiation with probability d. Cell death is followed by an additional cell division event in the same differentiation level to replenish the number of cells.
In the context of this model, an MPN-initiating cell can emerge in four different ways: (i) the JAK2V617F mutation may arise in a HSC (Fig. 2i) ; (ii) a progenitor cell may first acquire a mutation conferring self-renewal capabilities to the cell, followed by acquisition of the JAK2V617F mutation (Fig. 2ii) ; (iii) the JAK2V617F mutation may first emerge in a progenitor cell, followed by a mutation conferring self-renewal (Fig. 2iii) ; (iv) a mutation conferring self-renewal to progenitors may arise in the stem cell population without causing a change in that cell's phenotype, followed by the JAK2V617F mutation emerging in a progenitor cell (Fig. 2iv) . The third scenario may be less tractable from a biological perspective, in that a mutation arising in a progenitor would need to be very rapidly followed, in this short-lived population, by acquisition of a second mutation that confers properties of self-renewal to sustain disease. Hence we assume that the emergence of the JAK2V617F mutation in a HSC is sufficient to cause an MPN-initiating cell, whereas it is unable to lead to an MPN-initiating cell by itself if arising in a progenitor; in the latter case, a mutation conferring self-renewal propensities must cooperate with the JAK2V617F mutation to give rise to an MPN-initiating cell. The mutation conferring self-renewal and the JAK2V617F mutation arise at rates u a and u b per cell division, respectively. We assume that JAK2V617F causes an increased number of cell divisions in progenitorsrather than dividing z times like a normal progenitor cell, a JAK2V617F-positive progenitor can divide z ϩ ␥ times. The effect of a self-renewal mutation is modeled as a change of the population structure. Once such a mutation has arisen, the cell clone expands to 2 z cells and then follows a similar stochastic process as the stem cell population: at each time step, all 2 z cells divide symmetrically and replace the mother cells. Until the JAK2V617F mutation arises, the population size of the selfrenewing progenitor population is strictly constant and the mutant progenitor pool effectively behaves like the stem cell population described above with asymmetric division frequency zero. This self-renewing progenitor pool coexists with normal progenitors. Here, we do not analyze the fate of fully transformed cells after they have emerged. This mathematical framework describing the processes that lead to cancer initiation can be used to identify the cell of origin of MPN and the mostly likely evolutionary path toward MPN-initiating cells.
Predictions of the Model. We derived analytical approximations for the probabilities that an MPN-initiating cell emerges via each of the evolutionary trajectories (see Methods and SI Appendix for details). These equations were tested with the exact stochastic computer simulation of the process and were found to accurately predict the probability of cancer initiation (Fig. 3 Left) (see SI Appendix for details of the simulations). The parameter values used in these examples were chosen to test the accuracy of the formulas only; because the exact stochastic computer simulations are computationally expensive for large parameter values, we investigated the fit of predictions and simulations for small values. The predictions of the four scenarios increase with different slopes over time: although the probabilities of scenarios i and iii accumulate linearly with time for the relevant parameter values (apart from saturation effects at large times because no probability can exceed 1), the probabilities of scenarios ii and iv increase approximately with time squared. This behavior suggests that one or two rate-limiting hits are necessary for cancer initiation in the respective cases.
To obtain the most accurate estimates for the parameter values in our model, we referred to published investigations of the hematopoietic system. The number of HSCs in both cats and mice has been estimated to be Ϸ10 4 ; this value was derived by multiplying the number of nucleated marrow cells (NMCs) with the frequency of HSCs (6 HSCs/10 7 NMCs per cat and 4-8 (ii) a progenitor cell may first evolve the self-renewal mutation (orange), followed by the JAK2V617F mutation (red). The effect of the first mutation is modeled by the mutant progenitor initiating a self-renewing subpopulation (box); (iii) the JAK2V617F mutation may emerge in a progenitor cell (red), followed by a mutation conferring self-renewal capabilities to the cell (orange). The effect of JAK2V617F is modeled as an increased number of cell divisions progenitors can undergo; and (iv) the self-renewal mutation might arise in the stem cell population (orange) without causing a change in phenotype in these cells, followed by the JAK2V617F emerging in a progenitor cell (red). Here, the population dynamics are shown not for one time step, but for the history of the clone. Fig. 3 . The probability of cancer initiation along the four evolutionary trajectories. The figure shows the time course of the probability of cancer initiation via the four trajectories. The scenarios are enumerated as in Fig. 2 . All probabilities increase with time but the slopes are different. The curves represent the predictions by the formulas (Eq. 1 for scenario i, in which an HSC accumulates the JAK2V617F mutation; Eq. 2 for scenario ii, in which a progenitor accumulates first a mutation conferring self-renewal followed by the JAK2V617F mutation; Eq. 3 for scenario iii, in which a progenitor first accumulates the JAK2V617F mutation followed by the mutation conferring self-renewal; and Eq. 4 for scenario iv, in which an HSC first accumulates the mutation conferring self-renewal, followed by the JAK2V617F arising in a progenitor). HSCs/10 5 NMCs per mouse) (38) . In humans, the total number of NMCs has been estimated to be 1.5 ϫ 10 12 whereas the frequency of SCID-repopulating cells in the bone marrow is approximately 1/(3 ϫ 10 6 ) (39) . Hence the number of HSCs in humans is Ϸ5 ϫ 10 5 . The spontaneous mutation rate per gene per cell division is approximately given by 0.5 to 2.0 ϫ10 Ϫ7 (40, 41) . Time in our model is measured in days because each time step in the model is equivalent to the turnover time of the most differentiated cell level, which is approximately a day (42) . We set 60 years (t Ϸ 20,000 days) as the upper bound for our consideration because the median age of diagnosis of Polycythemia Vera is 60 years (43) and the MPN-initiating cell must have emerged before diagnosis. HSCs divide on average once per 45 weeks (44) . A minimum value of the number of cell divisions progenitors undergo can be estimated from experiments in which a single hematopoietic progenitor cell is plated and allowed to expand. In such experiments, a progenitor can produce a clone of Ϸ10 5 cells (45); the number of cell divisions necessary to produce such a clone is calculated as z Ϸ 15. Because the single plated cell might not represent the most primitive HSC, this value specifies the minimum number of cell divisions hematopoietic progenitors can undergo. The balance between asymmetric and symmetric HSC divisions has been estimated with Notch reporter mice to be Ϸ0.5 to 3.0; this value depends on the microenvironmental conditions of HSCs (46) . Unfortunately no data are available to provide estimates for the magnitudes of the death rate and the number of additional cell divisions a JAK2V617F-positive progenitor can undergo; however, we can test the model for robustness with regard to these parameters. In Table 1 , we define the upper and lower bounds for each parameter according to the estimates described above.
Let us now compare the relative importance of the evolutionary trajectories when using the parameter values that most accurately describe the human hematopoietic system (Fig. 3 Right). Note that the parameter values in Fig. 3 Right are conservative estimates because the value of z ϭ 15 represents the lower bound of the number of cell divisions a progenitor can undergo. We first examined the probabilities of each trajectory over time. The scenario in which an MPN-initiating cell arises from a progenitor which accumulates a mutation conferring self-renewal first and the JAK2V617F mutation second (scenario ii) is the dominant trajectory at any point in time; the other possibilities (scenarios i, iii, and iv) are orders of magnitude less likely to occur. The probability of scenario (iv) eventually converges to 1 whereas scenario (i) and (iii) remain less likely even for large times.
To confirm the robustness of the result that scenario (ii) is the dominant trajectory, we investigated the process in a global parameter space. For each parameter, we chose values for the lower and upper bounds (as specified in Table 1 ) and investigated one million parameter combinations chosen at random from the interval between those values. We excluded cases in which the total number of hematopoietic cells in the model, N ϩ N(2 zϩ1 Ϫ 1)/, is Ͻ10 11 or exceeds 10 14 ; these values are chosen because the number of cells in the bone marrow has been estimated as 1.5 ϫ 10 12 (38) and the bone marrow represents a significant fraction of total hematopoietic cells. Fig. 4 displays the results of this comprehensive investigation of the parameter space. The scenario in which a progenitor first evolves a mutation conferring self-renewal and then the JAK2V617F mutation (scenario ii) remains the dominant trajectory toward MPNinitiating cells. The remaining scenarios are unimportant for cancer initiation (Fig. 4) . Because the probability of each trajectory is calculated independently, in some fraction of the total simulation runs, multiple trajectories are dominant with a probability of cancer initiation of one; those cases are shown separately in the table. An investigation of the relative importance of scenarios i and ii and a study of how a difference in mutation rates between stem cells and progenitors affects the conclusions of our model is provided in SI Appendix. These detailed investigations provide further evidence that a progenitor is the most likely cell of origin of JAK2V617F-positive MPNs.
Discussion
In this article, we have investigated the cell of origin of myeloid malignancies. We used Myeloproliferative Neoplasms (MPNs) as a particular example and considered different possibilities for the We define the lower and upper boundary values for each parameter in this table. These boundaries specify intervals, from which one million combinations are chosen at random to produce the results shown in Fig. 4, Fig. S2 and S3 . The order in the column of is ascending because higher values of decrease the probability of cancer initiation. These values are based on quantitative studies of the hematopoietic system to obtain the number of HSCs (38, 39) , the mutation rate (40, 41) , the time period of interest (43), the division rate of stem cells (44) , the number of cell divisions a progenitor can undergo (45) , and the ratio between asymmetric and symmetric HSC divisions (46) . No data was available to inform about the death rate and the additional number of cell divisions a JAK2V617F-positive progenitor can undergo.
Fig. 4.
The dominant trajectory to MPN-initiating cells. The figure shows the results of a comprehensive investigation of a million parameter combinations in the global parameter space. The parameters were chosen at random from the interval spanned by the values specified in Table 1 . The trajectory with the largest probability is recorded for each parameter set. Scenario ii is most likely to occur in the global parameter space, whereas scenarios i, iii, and iv are not important for cancer initiation. Because we calculated the probability of each trajectory independently, the probabilities of several trajectories can be one. These cases are indicated as ''others'' on the right. Cases in which the total number of hematopoietic cells, N ϩ N(2 zϩ1 Ϫ 1)/, is Ͻ10 11 or exceeds 10 14 are excluded. The results are robust to small variations in the death rate d depending on the differentiation stage of the cell, and to variations in the model in that an apoptosing cell is replaced by the offspring of a cell residing in the previous differentiation level.
evolution of cancer-initiating cells: a HSC may accumulate a single mutation, such as JAK2V617F, or a progenitor cell may accumulate two mutations-JAK2V617F and a mutation conferring selfrenewal to the cell. For the parameter regions of the human hematopoietic system, we found that the most likely evolutionary path to an MPN-initiating cell is that a progenitor cell first evolves a mutation conferring self-renewal followed by the emergence of JAK2V617F (Figs. 3 Right and 4 and Fig. S1 ). Even in situations where mutation rates of stem cells are higher than those of progenitors, our conclusion does not change (Figs. S2, S3, and S4) . Conversely, the emergence of JAK2V617F in a progenitor followed by a mutation conferring self-renewal propensities cannot be the dominant trajectory along which cancer-initiating cells evolve (Fig.  4) . This finding may explain why a proportion of healthy individuals are JAK2V617F-positive (47) , in that JAK2V617F-positive progenitors must evolve a secondary mutation to prevent being ''washed out'' of the system, and the likelihood of such an event is small within a finite number of cell divisions. If the number of cell divisions of progenitors is large, the scenario in which a progenitor cell accumulates both mutations dominates; if the number of cell divisions of progenitors is small, then an MPN-initiating cell can emerge from a HSC. The number of cell divisions that a progenitor cell can undergo during its lifespan is therefore the most important determinant of the cell of origin of human cancers.
We have presented analytic approximations for the probabilities of cancer initiation via the four distinct evolutionary trajectories. These formulas can be used to investigate how the probability of cancer initiation depends on the parameter values ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S5 ) and to compare the importance of the trajectories (Fig. 4 and Fig. S1 ). Variation of individual parameter values influences the total probability of cancer initiation differentially (see Fig. S5 ).
Our mathematical approach represents one possibility of modeling the effects of oncogenic mutations and is by no means an exhaustive treatment of mutational processes. We assume that JAK2V617F increases the number of cell divisions a progenitor can undergo, whereas the self-renewal mutation transforms the progenitor population into a self-sufficient cell pool but does not increase their cellular fitness. Alternative interpretations of the effects of mutations may be considered. Importantly, the effects of the JAK2V617F mutation on HSCs are not considered in this article, because we investigate only the evolutionary dynamics leading to the emergence of the first MPNinitiating cell; as the JAK2V617F mutation arising in a HSC is assumed to be sufficient for the emergence of a tumor-initiating cell, we do not consider the consequences of this mutation arising in the HSC pool. For mathematical simplicity, we neglect phenomena such as interdependence of mutations, an effect of the self-renewal mutation on the HSC population (48), a gradual effect of multiple mutations conferring stem cell functions, and the possibility that oncogenic mutations cause genetic instability or a gradual loss of repair mechanisms in aging (stem) cells. If the self-renewal mutation causes a growth advantage or a shorter cycling time in HSCs, then the importance of scenario iv would increase whereas it would decrease if the mutation leads to a depletion of the HSC pool. Scenarios in which more than one mutation must be accumulated in the HSC population are less important for questions about the cell of origin of cancers because in those cases, the probability that an MPN-initiating cell emerges from progenitors becomes even more pronounced. Because our investigation is concerned with the time until the first cancer-initiating cell arises, we disregard the dynamics of clonal expansion of its lineage. Our probability of the emergence of cancer-initiating cells is not equivalent to the incidence of MPN because the MPN-initiating cell population may go extinct due to stochastic fluctuations or its growth may be suppressed by interactions with the immune system. Therefore, the predictions of our model cannot be directly compared with MPN incidence data. One important aspect of our model and its applicability to the investigation of the cell of origin of human MPNs relates to the nature of the second allele that functionally cooperates with JAK2V617F in leukemogenesis. Although additional clonogenic cytogenetic abnormalities have been identified in JAK2V617F-positive and JAK2V617F-negative clones from MPN patients (27) , until recently the identity and nature of any additional mutation(s) in these MPN remained unknown. Subsequent to the development of this model, Delhommeau and colleagues identified frameshift, nonsense, and missense mutations in the TET2 gene in a subset of patients with MPN and other myeloid malignancies (49) . Moreover, in a small set of informative cases they were able to demonstrate the presence of TET2-mutated/ JAK2-wild type and TET2-mutated/JAK2-mutated clones, but not TET2-wild type/JAK2-mutated clones, suggesting that TET2 mutations precede the acquisition of JAK2V617F mutations in MPN patients. This finding provides genetic evidence of a ''pre-JAK2'' mutation which was predicted by our model, and provides an experimental framework for which the effects of TET2 mutations and JAK2 mutations can be investigated alone and in combination in stem and progenitor populations. Subsequent studies can use conditional gene targeting strategies and shRNA to inactivate disease-initiating mutations, such as TET2, followed by expression of JAK2V617F, in different hematopoietic stem/progenitor populations to assess the different possibilities investigated in our model.
Although we have focused on the cell of origin of myeloid malignancies, our technique can be applied to investigate cancer initiation in all tissues that are organized as differentiation hierarchies. As cancer-initiating cells are being identified in solid tumors (50) and the signaling pathways controlling self-renewal are revealed (51), more information becomes available to evaluate the importance of progenitors as cells of origin of other tumor types. Similarly to the hematopoietic system, we expect that most if not all cancer types emerge from progenitor cell populations.
Methods
Let us consider the probabilities that an MPN-initiating cell emerges via each of the evolutionary trajectories (see SI Appendix): (i) By transformation of a HSC through acquisition of JAK2V617F. The probability that the JAK2V617F mutation has emerged in a HSC before time t is given by
The chance that the JAK2V617F mutation arises during an asymmetric stem cell division is ub/2, whereas the chance that the mutation emerges during a symmetric division is ␣ub. The rate of cell death is given by d. This probability increases almost linearly with time (especially for short times), reflecting the emergence of a single mutation in the stem cell population. (ii) By transformation of a progenitor with a mutation conferring self-renewal followed by JAK2V617F. The probability that both mutations have emerged in this order in a progenitor cell before time t is approximately given by
This probability increases with the second order of time, reflecting the accumulation of two rate-limiting hits in the progenitor population. (iii) By transformation of a progenitor by JAK2V617F followed by a mutation conferring self-renewal. The probability that both mutations have emerged in this order in a progenitor cell before time t is approximately given by
Interestingly, this probability increases linearly with time even though two mutations are accumulated; effectively, this evolutionary trajectory displays only a single rate-limiting hit. Such phenomena have been observed previously and are called ''stochastic tunneling'' (52). (iv) By transformation of a HSC with a mutation conferring self-renewal followed by the emergence of the JAK2V617F mutation in a progenitor. The probability that a MPNinitiating cell emerges via this trajectory before time t is given by
The factor Lk denotes the expected number of progenitors at the most immature stage carrying the self-renewal mutation that arose in a HSC at time k, and the factor G k denotes the probability that the JAK2V617F mutation emerges in the mutated progenitor population before time t.
